
Welcome to the July issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• GRAA 2014 Awards: First Call for Entries

- Top 50 Growth of the Game Teaching Professionals

- Top 50 Golf Range / Private Facilities

- Top 50 Golf Range / Public Facilities

- Top 50 Golf Range / Stand Alone Facilities 

• GRAA Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids: Featuring The Orange Whip
Swing Trainer – See how PGA Professionals Andy Hilts and Erika
Larkin use the aid with the cool name and colorful look

• Short Game Teaching: Systems for Putting Improvement Open the
Doors for Teaching

• Academy Business: Founder of Canada’s Golf Lab, Liam Mucklow,
Keeps Building His Tech Savvy

• Historical Miniature Golf: Award-winning Franklin Square, located in
the heart of Historic Philadelphia, showcases landmarks through
miniature golf

• Video File: PGA Hall-of-Famer Mike Hebron on how new research
has altered his coaching strategies

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards,

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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…the automatic choice 

To fi nd out how easy it can be 

to upgrade your range, with no risk 

and no capital investment, call: 

1-877-POWERT1 (1-877-769-3781) 
or visit www.powertee.com.
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World Leader in Range Automation

UK & Europe

e for driving ranges and practice facilities.

Power Tee®  automatic tee systems have been chosen by 

more than 300 commercial golf ranges and many of the 

world’s most prestigious golf clubs. Here’s why:

Good for range owners

Power Tee is proven to attract new golfers, families 

and even non-golfers to driving ranges.  Our customers 

tell us that golfers who use Power Tee stay longer, hit 

more balls, take more lessons, buy more and better 

equipment, and come back more often. 

Commercial ranges that have upgraded to Power Tee 

and followed our simple 3-step formula have offset the 

effects of the recession on their business, and many are 

enjoying revenue increases of 20%, 30% or more.

Best of all, if implemented properly, a big part of that 

increased revenue can be pure profi t. Let us show you 

the numbers.

Good for golfers & teaching pros

Power Tee makes practice less work and more fun. 

Without having to release their grips, bend down and 

tee up a ball, golfers can maintain their stances, groove 

their swing and hit with more consistency. And, by not 

having to constantly correct grip, stance and alignment 

on every swing, pros can focus on teaching the fi ner 

points of swing mechanics.

This makes Power Tee one of the most productive 

practice aids available for golfers at every level.

Easy to upgrade your range

With Power Tee, there’s no capital expense, just a 

monthly rental. There’s minimal maintenance, an

d repairs are free of charge. There’s no cost for mat 

replacement, so you save $$ thousands every year.
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Lab for Learning44

T E E I N G O F F
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Urban Putting52

Get More Modern26
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26 Bringing More Value To The Lesson Tee
The art of caring service has a science to it. You'll discover
that as you audit your business and study how work hours
are spent.  By Nick Ondrako and Erick Arbe, PGA

28 Systems for Putting Improvement Open the
Doors for Teaching
In the age of AimPoint and other specialized platforms for
skill-building on the greens, teachers can bring new energy
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34 Orange Whip, Honored as a Top Training Aid
This month’s top-rated training aid has a cool name and a
colorful look.  Its also highly functional – and versatile.

44 Founder of Canada’s Golf Lab Keeps Building
His Tech Savvy
Having built his ultimate performance center, Ontario-
based Liam Mucklow is becoming an influential leader of
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By David Gould
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CLUB RECOMMENDATION
AFTER JUST 3 SWINGS, THE APP 
MAKES A RECOMMENDATION FOR 
MODEL, LOFT AND SHAFT

SHAFT VISUALIZATION
THE APP PLOTS THE GOLFER’S RESULTS AGAINST 
PING SHAFT CHART TO FURTHER FINE TUNE THE 
RESULTS. AFTER-MARKET SHAFTS CAN ALSO BE 
VIEWED FOR COMPARISON.

    3 SWINGS TO 
LONGER DRIVES.

IN COOPERATION WITH

SWING RESULTS
CLUBHEAD SPEED, TRANSITION 

AND IMPACT HANDLE LEAN 
ARE ANALYZED DURING 

THE FITTING

CONTACT YOUR PING FIELD REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS
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WWW.TRU-TURF.COM 

(559) 421-9005 

Call Today 
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Free Quote! 

             INCLINE TRAINERS 

x� Helps Correct Swing Faults such as ‘Over the Top’ 

x� Portable, Lightweight, Realistic Hitting Surface 

x� Teaches Balance and Proper Weight Shifting 

x� Learn & Practice Shots from Sloping Lies 

             HITTING MATS 

x� Ultra Base Champion Panel System 

x� High Density Poly Hitting Turf 

x� Synthetic Grass Tee Line 

x� Custom Installation 

             CUSTOM PUTTING GREENS 

x� Ultra Base Champion Panel System 

x� PGA Member Owned and Operated 

x� 11 Stimp Nylon Putting Surface 

x� Vector Certified Installer 

GOLF’S INCLINE TRAINER 

A GOLF INSTRUCTION AID 
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Premier  
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1995 
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A Scientific Approach
to Instruction

A
proven method for getting golfers to play more, practice more and spend

more money is through helping them play better.  I’ve spoken to numerous

golf professionals and facility owners who’ve told me how they’ve seen a

direct correlation between game improvement and golfers playing more rounds, prac-

ticing more often, spending additional time at the facility, and spending more money

in the golf shop and on food & beverage.

Of course, the trick is getting golfers to take lessons so they can actually improve.

In this month’s issue of Golf Range Magazine, we have a pair of stories that highlight

ways to help your golfers get better – and get excited about instruction – by using

science and technology.

Starting on page 28 is a story about the putting systems that teachers can use to help

students score better with the flatstick.  You’ll see that the various systems are all unique,

yet share a common result: They lead to better scores, more practice and more lesson

revenue. 

Meanwhile, page 44 marks the start of a profile on The Golf Lab, a Canadian facility

that is devoted to a scientific pursuit of game improvement in every area of golf, from

instruction to fitness and equipment.  Again, the message is clear: Teaching technology

can draw golfers to your facility, and keep them coming back.

Take a look at these stories and think about how adding a more technology-based

approach to instruction might help your facility grow its revenue.  After all, if science

can help golfers shave a few strokes from their handicaps, the same process can add

dollars to your bottom line.

Rick Summers

CEO, GRAA

610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org

Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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The on-site branded golf academy at a country
club has proven itself as a feeder for the club’s
member-recruitment effort. That’s all the more so
if the learning center brings particular energy to its
own marketing. Of all the tools for doing just that,
none has bang-for-the-effort like YouTube posted
videos.  The Mike Richards Golf Academy at
Parkland Golf and Country Club in Florida, has
been a YouTube user for the past six years. During 
that time period, academy owner Mike Richards
has consistently been taping, posting and
spreading the word about his YouTube video
presentations. Among the notice Richards has
received is his series of lessons for Golf Digest’s

“Make Me Better” online program. Some of the
students who didn’t know Richards or his academy
or Parkland G&CC before seeing all three on
YouTube have become academy clients, paid for
range memberships at the club, and come to like

the place. “When they get continued exposure
through coming for lessons,” says Richards, “they
end up taking out full memberships.” The phrase
people use for outcomes like this is win-win-win….
On a recent check of the innovative job-seeker’s
website glassdoor.com, there was a total of 131
positions open under the “Golf Instructor” category.
These ranged from unpaid internships at
community centers to bona fide employment with
prestigious clubs and courses. Within the Golf
Instructor category, a visitor to the site could click
on "Salaries" to find that nine different employees
or employers had current salary numbers posted—
anonymously, of course—but tagged to specific
facilities and job titles. The lowest-paying position,
ranging from $23,000 to $29,000, was with the
nationwide GolfTEC chain. The highest
compensation levels were up in the mid-$40,000s
to $50,000. These were at Nutters Crossing Golf
Course in Salisbury, Md. and at the Las Vegas, Nev.
gated community of Southern Highlands Golf Club.

Rod Cook, whose prior postings include Four
Seasons Las Colinas in Dallas, has accepted the
position of Director of Instruction at the brand new
Four Seasons resort and golf club to open soon at
Walt Disney World in Orlando.  ■

A Wide Rangeof News
Keeping you up to speed on trends in the golf practice-and-learning sector

With its national headquarters located in
Conshohocken, Pa., outside of Philadelphia, it’s
logical that FitGolf Performance Centers

would do plenty of on-site work locally. In late
June the company’s CEO was part of a team
making its fourth visit to Cedarbrook Country
Club in Conshohocken—this time at a club
member-guest tournament. Pre-round stretches,
supervised and with takeaway information for
participants, is what FitGolf is all about. The
company is now set up at 20-plus locations in a
dozen states, from California to Florida to
Massachusetts.

Colleton River Golf Academy is part of a
growing trend toward youth sports fitness
activity wrapped in a golf package.  This
summer the junior program at this prestigious
golf community in Bluffton, S.C. is running
custom Kids Klinics and Kamps which are
offered in one-, two- and three-hour programs,
at the option of the participant. “This is not your
typical Junior Golf Program, but one designed to
teach the proper motor skills needed in daily
life but also used to play golf,” says the
Academy’s flyer. The stated goal is to “help with
development, strength, coordination, motor
skills and golf.” Among the activities for this camp are an obstacle course,
soccer, football, tee ball, balance beams, jump rope, tug o’ war, climbing,
bowling, jumping, SNAG golf, “and, of course, golf swings,” the flyer states.

Volvik, the golf ball company that
has a grow-golf theme to its
business operation, recently
announced a new partnership with
Women’s League Golf, itself a “grow
the game” initiative that uses
“structured social league formats.”
Volvik will serve as the presenting
sponsor and official golf ball of
Women’s League Golf, which
launches nationwide this year.
Women’s League Golf is operated by
the same company that launched
and runs PGA Junior League Golf,
the successful junior league play
program that saw nearly 9,000
participants on over 740 teams
across North America in 2013.
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I
n cooperation with Pellucid Corp, a leading industry insight and information

provider, each month Golf Range Magazine will present research which

demonstrates how the weather has impacted the number of “Golf Playable

Hours” in multiple regions of the country.  While ranges may be somewhat less

influenced by the weather than golf courses, the above information should still

provide a performance metric worthy of review.  This map shows the

percentage increase or decrease for the month shown vs. the comparable

month from a year ago followed by the year-to-date results from January

through the current month reported.

For more information about Pellucid Corp and how the data was compiled,

visit Pellucidcorp.com.

WEATHER IMPACT ANALYSIS 
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Golf Playable Hours:May
Each region includes:Month % / YTD %
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You can start the application process by visiting

www.GolfRange.org (see the GRAA AWARDS option 

in the top navigation bar) or by clicking through to the 

following links:

Top 50 Growth of the Game Teaching Professionals

Top 50 Golf Range/Private Facilities

Top 50 Golf Range/Public Facilities

Top 50 Golf Range/Stand Alone Facilities

At the end of the application, you will see an option to

submit a video and images. Although not required, adding

video and images will certainly provide a visual story of

your business that words oftentimes cannot. The videos 

do not have to be professionally produced; rather, we are

looking for a 2-3 minute piece that highlights what makes

your range special or what sets your teaching apart from

others in the field. You can see examples from the 2012

and 2013 winners under the GRAA AWARDS menu 

option at GolfRange.org.

Applications are due by September 15 and will then be

reviewed by the GRAA. Award winners will be announced

in our December issue and winners will be invited to pick

their awards up at the 2015 PGA Merchandise Show in 

Orlando, Florida. 

If you have any questions, please contact GRAA General

Manager Patrick Cherry by phone at 215-914-2071 or by

e-mail at pcherry@golfrange.org.  ■
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Golf Range Association 
of America Launches2014
Awards Applications
It’s time—The GRAA Awards season for 2014 kicks off as high-quality ranges

and skilled instructors are invited to fill out online applications that will qualify

them for recognition.

T
he value of excellent teaching and the

importance of high-quality practice-

and-learning facilities can’t be under-

stated in today’s market. That’s why

the GRAA annually cites the contributions of the

top performers with our Golf Range Association of

America “Top 50” Awards.

Sponsored by:
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V I D E O F I L E

Some Old Beliefs about
Teaching Don’t Hold up,
Says Hebron
How the human brain processes information and responds to stimuli

is the subject of new research that has been altering Mike Hebron’s

coaching strategies. The PGA Hall-of-Famer provides highlights here

M
ike Hebron was deep into an

award-winning career when he re-

alized he “didn’t know how the

brain works.” That’s the introductory state-

ment in this video from the Long Island-based

PGA Master Professional and former National

PGA Teacher of the Year. Hebron cites in par-

ticular some findings recently reported by a

group at the University of California at Los An-

geles to support his statements—many of which

seem to debunk beliefs long held among golf

coaches and instructors. Beginning golfers,

young and old, will not make much progress

by doing drills—that’s an example of the guide-

lines presented  herein. Also, “training the club”

is far more efficient than training the body, in

all its myriad limbs and levers. Many more tra-

dition-challenging concepts are offered for

your consideration in this four-minute talk on

“brain-compatible” learning. ■
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Golfing facilities have always

had limitations on how they

can best service the golfer when it comes to putting.  Putting is complicated and to learn how to putt properly

drills need to be set up and let’s face it, most golfers will not take the time to set up these needed drills. So we

at CheckPoint  built products that set up these drills for them.

What is this new technology?  Its two new products the x36 Pro Putt Trainer and the Perfect 2 Putt, that together

create the Pro Putting Practice Green. The x36 Pro Putt Trainer is a revolutionary new Flag Stick that fits into

any cup and in literally seconds, sets up 7 tried and true short distance putting drills. The Perfect 2 Putt is

designed for longer putts (those from 10 to 60 feet away) and measures putting accuracy to within 1 foot. 

Do more than provide a naked putting

green, take the same pride in the practice

putting green as you do in the range or short shot area.  Provide training aids like you do target areas and cater

to the golfer by providing pre-set putting drills sothey can truly improve their putting game and lower their score.

Now you can have a great practice putting green

New Technology for your Practice Putting Green is here…

FINALLY, NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR
THE PRACTICE PUTTING GREEN! 

The Pro Putting Practice Green, its time

has come! Act now to learn more, Go to

www.ProPuttingPractice.com, 

it’ll be the best 5 minutes of your day.

New Smart Flag Stick
The x36 Pro Putt Trainer

Pro Practice Putting GreenPerfect 2 Putt



Once you have customers using your service, in this case

golf instruction, you would like them to continue to use your

services rather then you trying to find new customers to replace

them.  The formula for this retention is pretty simple and

straightforward:

Providing Value + Caring = Customer Retention

Providing value for your students means more than just help-

ing them fix their slice, or helping them get the ball airborne.  It

means bringing value to their lives in general, it means building

a relationship that shows them your services go beyond the 

practice tee and extend into their everyday lives.

There are no magic tricks, schemes, or automated systems

that do this for you – it’s actually putting in the hours and caring.

The good news is that there are many tools available online

which can help you bring value, decrease your time investment,

and track your commitment.

The first step is to audit your business. It sounds easy enough,

but we found that the vast majority of golf professionals have

never done this (or dedicated very minimal time when doing

so).  This involves stepping back and looking at your business

from a yearly, monthly, weekly, and daily vantage point.  Open

up a spreadsheet (ex. Excel, Numbers or Google Drive) and

start listing all the things that you do throughout the day/week

along with the time you invest doing those things.  Now assign
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Bringing More Value To
The Lesson Tee
The art of caring service has a science to it. You'll find that out as you

audit your business and study how work hours are spent.

BY NICK ONDRAKO, PGA, AND ERICK ARBE, PGA

F
arming is better than hunting when it comes

to your business.  The art of “customer reten-

tion” is a skill that many business owners want

to master from the start.

D I G I T A L B U S I N E S S
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1.800.977.3440
ben@golfersskin.com

www.golfersskin.net (wholesale)

www.golfersskin.com (retail)

#1 Sunscreen on the 
PGA Tour with 20 wins 
including the Masters. 

Over 2,785 players (76.4%) 
have trusted Golfersskin*

®

* Memorial Tournament

 Non-Greasy

Very Sweat Resistant

Very Water Resistant

Zinc Oxide Protection 

Titanium Dioxide Protection

UVA/UVB Protection

Broad Spectrum

PABA Free

Paraben Free

Nanoparticle Free

 

          4.2 oz SPF 30                Hands Free            Lip Balm 

a monetary value to each item.  Do certain activities stand out

that shouldn’t (ex. playing golf three times a week brings in no

money – could that time be used to engage with your current

students by calling them, emailing or tweeting)?

Take a good hard look at where the money is going and 

analyze where you can trim some of the fat.  We typically find

when working with clients that they can free up around 25 

percent of their time by eliminating “time robbing” activities.

After you’re able to get a firm look at the numbers you need

to determine where your students are (in relation to how they

connect with the world) and develop a game plan to engage. 

If you have a younger student base, then you’ll spend more

time on the social platforms, if you have an older clientele then

you may spend more time on phone calls and letters.  No matter

how you decide to connect and engage your students, the thing

to remember and focus on is “what value are you bringing”.

We have heard of some great value added services through-

out the years.  We think that anything you do that forms a tighter

bond between you and your students will only strengthen the

relationship.  Here are some great ideas:

Impromptu Video:Let’s say you have a student struggling

out of the bunker and they took a lesson from you two weeks

ago.  Send them a video (recorded via iPhone/iPad) asking

how the progress is coming with a short “reminder/tip” from

your lesson – perhaps you hitting a bunker shot.  The video

doesn’t need to be long (15 – 20 seconds) – but that is something

they will remember for a long time.

Anniversary/Birthday Card: Sending an Anniversary 

or Birthday card to your students will go a long way in their

commitment to you.

Online Scheduling: Something as simple as letting your

clients book lessons online.

Video Analysis: Using a system like the V1 Branded Acad-

emy can bring a ton of value to your students’ future growth as

a player.

Whatever the “extra value added” service may be, as long

as you’re consistently engaging with your students and staying

in the forefront of their minds you’ll always have a strong 

customer base and packed lesson book.  ■
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Open up a spreadsheet and

startlisting all the

things that you do

throughout the day

and the week. Assign

an estimated dollar value to

each activity.
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“With the work day tending to be longer now

and economic demands greater, most golfers

spend any time they have on the driving range 

because that’s where they seem to feel they can get

the ‘golf experience’ in a short period of time,” says

Paul Kaster, who recently became a teaching 

professional at the Academy of Golf at Royce

Brook Golf Club in Hillsborough, N.J. after serving

as Director of Golf at High Bridge Hills Golf Club

in High Bridge, N.J. 

Kaster says he notices few players of average

skill working with true focus on their putting. Single-

digit golfers seem to have that activity to themselves.

Among his own students there is a proclivity to

practice putting thanks to the one-on-one work

he initiates with them, which includes straight talk

about good putting’s value in terms of scoring and

improvement. “My adult students practice their

putting more,” Kaster says, “because the system

we use with a SeeMore putter gives them some

structure. They tell me they practice more at home

and even at the office.”  

Just watching a PGA Tour telecast, the weekend

golfer will get exposed to the highly regarded Aim-

Point green-reading system. Winner of an Emmy

Award for technical effects, the “predictive putt

technology” that AimPoint brings to the screen

powers a live graphical insertion of optimal putt

overlays into golf broadcasts. According to the

company, it is “the first operationally feasible solu-

tion to the putt prediction problem and provides

a groundbreaking illustration of putting.” 

Average golfers can shave anywhere from four

to eight shots off their scores by becoming better

putters, asserts Chris Edwards, who is director of

golf at the Daniel Island Club in Charleston, S.C.

“Unfortunately,” Edwards says, “players love to
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Weekend golfers are

hearing more about

ways to improve

putting performance,

which creates an

opening for instructors

to build up this part of

their business.

In the age of AimPoint and other specialized platforms for improved

performance on the greens, teaching professionals are stepping up the

emphasis on this skill area.  BY JOHN TORSIELLO

Y
ou can’t fault a golfer—especially the guys—for getting

overly concerned with the power game off the tee.

The pure satisfaction of nailing a drive down the

pipeline runs through the body and puts a skip in your

step. Of course, draining putts is also a source of pride and pleasure.

The trick for teaching professionals is to get golfers thinking there

is knowledge, technique and some form of practice that will actually

equate to better putting results.

Systems for Putting
ImprovementOpen the
Doors for Teaching

S H O R T  G A M E T E A C H I N G
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practice driving the ball because it just feels better

to let one rip with confidence, even if they do con-

tinue to three-putt.” He emphasizes the fun factor

of putting when trying to lure golfers to take putting

lessons. “If you can set up your putting green with

drills and call them ‘challenges,’ people will show

up. They love the idea of a game when it comes to

any form of practice. We can definitely do more.” 

Putting demo days should be presented at least

once a month, according to Edwards. A PGA pro’s

presence on the putting greens would encourage

at least a dialogue to better golfers’ efforts and keep

them focused on the great upside for scoring.

Kaster says there is great value in getting a 

custom-fitted putter into a student’s hands. “It’s

also nice that at public facilities it’s generally free

to practice putting. So they are learning something

that keeps them engaged with the game, spending

time at the course without incurring a lot of cost,

and improving. The added benefit is that our 

relationship gets stronger. That’s a recipe for grow-

ing the game.” 

Golfers do seem to always practice their putting

at least for 5 or 10 minutes whenever they are at

the course and planning to play, finished playing

or there to relax for a while. Can they practice a

little longer and more productively? One thought

is to create a buddy system of sorts, possibly between

husband and wife, and create a short series of drills

that can be done together. Ohio-based teaching

professional Rick Zivsak encourages this—he 

markets a jack-and-jill type of coaching series that

includes on-the-green practice and technique.

One interesting exercise couples can always do

together is simply to head to the practice green

with just one ball and roll it back and forth to each

other in a continuous, flowing manner using a

great variety of distances, slopes and

breaks. It’s a fun feel-developer that keeps

each person’s attention because they have

somebody who matters in their life on the

receiving end of their rolls. Friends can do

this drill as well.

According to PGA data, only six per-

cent of lessons concentrate on putting.

Kaster says that the low figure is somewhat

a result of the fact that clients dictate 

the subject of lessons, “which presents a

challenge in itself.” He believes teaching 

professionals should promote putting as

important and something that can be

learned. Yet, he adds, a lot of professionals

don’t spend much time learning how to

teach putting.

There are a number of ways to entice

golfers off the tee line and onto the putting

green for lessons. Clubs and ranges can

hold putting demo days, and skills chal-

lenges with shop credit as prizes. They can

place information and statistics about the

role putting plays in scoring in newsletters

to students or membership, or invite guest

speakers who specialize in putting or

green reading to give a presentation.
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“Treat putting with

the same respect you

treat the full swing,

and treat putters like

you treat drivers

They certainly
deserve equal
respectand regard.”

— Paul Kaster

Paul Kaster of Royce

Brook Country Club in

New Jersey uses the

SeeMore approach to

putting instruction and

performance

improvement.
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Kaster says, “Treat putting with the same respect

you treat the full swing, and treat putters like you

treat drivers.  They certainly deserve equal respect

and regard.”  

The neat thing about putting instruction is that

it requires very little overhead. All you really need

is a reasonably well-conditioned practice green

and at least one professional on staff who is inter-

ested in teaching putting.

Stand-alone ranges are missing the boat if they

don’t have a dedicated area for putting practice

and instruction. “There is an entirely new stream

of revenue that they are turning their backs on 

if they have the space and the resources to build

and maintain a green (and there are lots of great

artificial options out there now),” says Kaster. 

Carol Preisinger, director of instruction at the

Kiawah Island Club in South Carolina, says teach-

ers should engage golfers on the practice green

without thought of compensation. It’s a dramatic

way to foster trust that what they are telling golfers

about putting has meaning and value. ”People are

very shy to take lessons and the expense seems

high to many,” says Preisinger, who is AimPoint

certified. That puts the onus on coaches, in her

view. “Put one or two thoughts in a student’s head

and encourage repetition,” she advises. 

There are a plethora of teaching aids pros can

use when instructing putting. Kaster likes to use

the SeeMore putting system. The SAM PuttLab is

an analysis and training system based on accurate

ultrasound measurements. It analyzes the 28 most

important parameters of the putting stroke and

displays results in easy to understand graphic 

reports. Within seconds the system gives an indi-

vidual feedback on the putting stroke. The analysis

can reveal small details of the user’s movements

and allows the teaching professional to develop

improvements and training strategies. 

Preisinger likes to employ The Putter Wheel (a

tool that encourages the user to take accurate aim

at a target and tell him or her if the stroke will be

on line) and the Orange Whip Putting Wand, 

designed to train putting rhythm and develop cen-

ter contact for a truer roll, during her lessons. But

Ralph Salito, director of golf at the Club at River

Oaks in Sherman, Conn, stresses fundamentals.

“I try to use the basics of physics, which everyone

understands--put it together with proper technique

and hope they believe and practice,” says Salito.

“Over time they will improve.”

While stressing putting to your members and

customers may not help you sell more buckets of

balls for the range, it can create a valuable new rev-

enue stream by adding to your lesson schedule.  ■
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Juniors who try the SeeMore system get an

opportunity to avoid building incorrect habits.

Carol Preisinger, who

is AimPoint Certified,

shares tips and

informal putting help

with golfers at every

opportunity.

Rick Zivsak spends time with a student working on putting alignment and

distance control.
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July’s FeaturedTop 25
Teaching & Training A

T O P  2 5  T E A C H I N G &  T R A I N I N G  A I D S

This month’s top-rated training aid

has a cool name and a colorful look.

It’s also highly functional –and

more versatile the more you use it.

The
Orange
Whip
Swing
Trainer



25
Aid:
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Hackenberg created his now widely

used training aid in order for golfers to

feel and learn the proper motion in the

golf swing.

“I wanted a device that would provide

golfers with dynamic feedback, helping

them to feel their body swinging in a tour

pro motion,” says Hackenberg.

The device has received tremendous

feedback from top PGA golf instructors

and teachers from around the nation,

which is why The Orange Whip Swing

Trainer placed as the No. 2 teaching and

training aid on our inaugural list of Top

25. The Orange Whip product line in-

cludes The Orange Whip Swing Trainer,

which at 47.5 inches in length, is designed

for men and taller women; The Orange

Whip Golden measures 44 inches long

and is designed for those under 5’6”, in-

cluding men, women, seniors and juniors;

and The Orange Whip Hickory, which is

38 inches long and designed for youth

golfers between the ages of 7 and 12.
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The Orange Whip
Swing Trainer: 
One Cool Tool
Some of the nation’s top teachers explain how

they use The Orange Whip in their instruction

and why it can be so effective

J
im Hackenberg, a PGA Professional in the Carolinas PGA Sec-

tion and owner of Jimmy Hack Golf LLC, invented The Orange

Whip Swing Trainer while teaching and after a stint as a caddie

on the PGA Tour. Hackenberg discovered from watching the

best, and teaching his students, that golfers made the most drastic improve-

ments by improving their motion, or rather their rhythm, while maintaining

proper balance.

1
Swing Sequence and Tempo: Students can start swinging The Orange Whip back and

forth while making bigger swings with each motion. The Aid helps stabilize the

students and improves their footwork, in addition to improving their tempo. This helps

them keep their upper and lower bodies moving as one unit, rather than separate entities.

2
Swing Path and Plane: Because The Orange Whip is naturally whippy, students who

keep the aid on an incorrect swing path or plane will have to find a way to swing the

aid on the correct path or plane, without hitting the ground or letting the aid get too wild

during their golf swing.

PGA Professional Erika Larkin on using The Orange Whip
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Here’s a look at how two well-known and

successful golf instructors use The Orange

Whip to improve their students’ swings.

From Andy Hilts...
The key for any successful teaching

and training aid is simplicity.

A good product often doesn’t require a

lot of set up or an understanding of difficult

concepts. It simply shows a student exactly

what the swing should look and/or feel like.

Such is the case with The Orange Whip

Swing Trainer, which placed second on the

GRAA’s Teaching & Training Aids Survey.

The philosophy behind PGA Profes-

sional Jim Hackenberg’s development of

The Orange Whip was to take the focus

away from trying to achieve various club 

positions during the swing or trying to hit

the ball. Instead, he wanted the student to

simply focus on the motion of the swing, and

the results spoke for themselves.

“For some reason, it might just be the
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Andy Hilts, a 2012 GRAA  

Growth of the Game

Teaching Professional and

the 2005 Colorado PGA

Section Teacher of the

Year, is a PGA Master

Professional and the V.P. of

instruction at GolfTEC

Headquarters in Englewood, Colorado

Training Aids: 

Home Remedies
2014 U.S. Open champion Martin Kaymer

garnered some attention from the media

at Pinehurst for the unique homemade

training aid that he was using. Kaymer

places a tennis ball between his

forearms to help keep his arms together

and connected during his backswing.

Kaymer has attached the tennis ball to a

lanyard so that he doesn’t have to pick

up the ball after it files away after each

swing. “It’s a smart way of being lazy,”

says Kaymer.

(continued on page 40)

6-in-1 Golf Swing Trainer
For Every Swing In YOUR Game!

GOLFSTR+ is 

a Brain Trainer to 

develop muscle 

memory as you play. 

Gives you an unfair 

advantage. 

6 SWING FIXES:

1: Straight Arm 

Backswing

2, 3 & 4: Flat Wrist 

Putting, Chipping 

& Backswing

5 & 6: Lag trainer: 
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Call 1-855-799-9695 
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1
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3

4
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5

Here’s what’s really cool about it…you can share [videos] with your instructor, your 

instructor can edit it, send that link right back to you. You can have, within two or 

three minutes, “feedback” from your instructor and be half the world away. Great 

technology from FeedbacK™.

                     CHARLIE RYMER, Golf Channel Analyst
Golf Channel Morning Drive - 2014 PGA Merchandise Show

Meet the first 
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training aid.
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more weighted club, The Orange Whip

really encourages the proper swing plane,”

says PGA Master Professional Andy Hilts.

“Perhaps it also has something to do with

not worrying about getting the ball 

airborne.”

Swing plane improvement was not the

first benefit thought of by Hackenberg

when he developed the Orange Whip. It’s

main focus was improving swing tempo

and developing strength and flexibility.

However, if there is one thing PGA Profes-

sionals know, it is how to find unintended

benefits to help their students’ games.

“Golf pro ingenuity!” Hilts exclaims,

chuckling. “We are resourceful enough to

figure out new ways to use every product.

Even if it means using it the same way it

was designed and just recognizing added

benefits.”

Hilts does not use The Orange Whip in

any radical way. He just has his students

swing it to loosen up and to get a feel for

where and how the club should travel

throughout the course of the swing. 

“I have always been fascinated by how

different people learn,” says Hilts. “The

1. Gary Wiren Impact Bag

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

info@golftrainingaids.com

2. Orange Whip Swing Trainer

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

1-877-505-9447

info@orangewhiptrainer.com

3. V1 Pro

www.v1sports.com

1-800-777-7721

sales@ifrontiers.com

4. Gary Wiren Power Fan

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

info@golftrainingaids.com

5. The Putting Arc

www.theputtingarc.com

1-800-898-0701

sales@theputtingarc.com

6. Eyeline Golf: 360 Degree Mirror

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

7. Swingyde

www.swingyde.com

1-800-346-7788

info@swingyde.com.au

8. SNAG Golf

www.snaggolf.com

310-291-3142

JL8n@snaggolf.com

9. Momentus Weighted Iron

www.momentusgolf.com

1-800-524-6068

bettergolf@momentusgolf.com

T10. Eyeline Golf: Ball of Steel

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T10. TrackMan Pro

www.trackmangolf.com

1-810-225-9855

sales_us@trackmangolf.com

T12. Mike Bender BenderStik

www.benderstik.com

407-328-7674

MEGSAgolf@aol.com

T12. Orange Whip Orange Peel

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

1-877-505-9447

info@orangewhiptrainer.com

T12. The Impact Ball

www.theimpactball.com

1-877-866-7228

sales@theimpactball.com

T12. V1 Golf Academy

www.v1sports.com

1-800-777-7721

sales@ifrontiers.com

T16. Eyeline Golf: Golf Metronome

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T16. FlightScope X2

www.flightscope.com

407-967-7121

elyse.rowe@flightscope.com

18. Tour Striker

www.tourstriker.com

480-664-1002

orders@tourstriker.com

19. Foot Wedge

www.golftrainingaids.com

1-800-367-4279

info@golftrainingaids.com

T20. Eyeline Golf: Balance Rod

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

T20. Randy Myers Stretching Pole

www.golfstretchingpole.com

1-800-FULL-TURN

info@golfstretchingpole.com

22. Medicus Dual-Hinge

www.medicus.com

1-800-772-4979

mike@mikehoyepr.com

23. SKLZ Smash Bag

www.sklz.com

1-877-225-7275

customerservice@sklz.com

24. Eyeline Golf: Putting Impact

System

www.eyelinegolf.com

1-800-969-3764

contact@eyelinegolf.com

25. JC Video Arc-30 System

www.jcvideo.com

801-816-1611

sales@jcvideo.com

The Golf Range Association of America

Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids
The 2014 list was selected by the country’s top teachers

2014 GRAA TOP 25 TEACHING & TRAINING AIDS

¥ Ernest Sports ES12

¥ Exertools DynaDisc Balance Cushion

¥ Explanar Golf Training System

¥ K-Vest

¥ K-Vest K-Trainer

¥ Momentus Power Hitter Driver

¥ MorodZ Alignment Rods

¥ PING iPING Putter App

¥ Right Angle 2 Golf Training Aid

¥ SAM PuttLab
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more skilled players generally have a 

better spatial awareness and can feel the

difference in their swing when swinging

with The Orange Whip. Higher-handi-

cappers might not feel the difference, but

once we put their normal swing on video

and compare it to their swing with The

Orange Whip, everyone can visually see

the change.”

Another big appeal of The Orange

Whip is the ability to use it indoors or out-

doors. Hilts sees a lot of people purchase

the training aid who are looking for some-

thing they can use to improve while in-

doors. Hilts is in a unique position. As

vice president of instruction at GolfTEC

Headquarters, not only does he give les-

sons, he’s also responsible for training

and mentoring the 650 GolfTEC coaches

at more than 190 locations worldwide.

In fact, it was one of the GolfTEC coaches

who first showed Hilts The Orange Whip

after the inventor, Hackenberg, had given

it to the coach to try.

Each golf coach hired has to go

through GolfTEC University where,

among other exercises, they spend half

of a day strictly on training aids and how

to use them. “It’s often the GolfTEC

coaches who discover useful training aids

and share them with my team at GolfTEC

HQ,” says Hilts.

“The Orange Whip is a great product,

but we don't try to oversell it. We limit big

posters to try and keep the look and feel of

our Improvement Centers as clean as pos-

sible,” Hilts says. “Within the lessons it is

promoted, but we don’t highlight it over

another product. We have 20-25 required

training aids that must be in each center

and The Orange Whip is on the list.”

The Orange Whip comes in three sizes.

Essentially it covers, taller, smaller and jun-

ior players. Hilts believes that as long as

you have the right size, it is beneficial to all

players. “This is a great training aid for vir-

tually anyone,” he comments. “Aside from

the obvious tempo benefits it’s also a good

way to loosen up quickly before a round

and get your body turning.”

Hilts uses the product about once per

day. He has many clients use it every day

and others who have not yet used it. Know-

ing the student and what will best help their

game dictates what specific training aid he

recommends. But those whom he does

hand it to see immediate results.

“Obviously, students are skeptical that

a stick with an orange on the end of it can

help their golf swing,” he jokes. “But once

they feel the connection in their swing, the

rhythm, tempo, and actually see it on video,

the benefits become clear to them.” Hilts

lauds The Orange Whip for its simplicity.

“The more convoluted the training aid, the

less likely I am to use it. With The Orange

Whip, as long as you have enough room to

use it, you just pick it up and swing.”

Even though GolfTEC does not focus

on promoting training aids, Hilts does not

play down the importance of them in 

instruction.

“Honestly, I shake my head when I hear

people say ‘I don’t need training aids to

teach.’ Well, you may not, but your clients

very well might!” he exclaims. “There cer-

tainly are people I don’t use any aids with.

But if there is a student who can reach their

goals quicker, then I am all for using the

appropriate tool. Whatever it takes to have

our students reach their goals. And if they

want to buy the training aid after we use it

in the lesson, then we have the one they

are going to need.”

Even if the one they need is a simple

whippy stick with an orange on the end of it.

From Erika Larkin...

When Erika Larkin first saw The 

Orange Whip Swing Trainer four years

ago, she was attending a teaching seminar.

Jim Hackenberg, a PGA Professional and

the inventor of The Orange Whip, was at

the conference to show golf instructors

When The Orange Whip is used regularly, the golfer will quickly see

noticeable improvements in their golf swing such as: 

1 Flexibility: The weight on each end of the flexible shaft provides a

low-impact stretch while swinging.

2 Strength: The Orange Whip provides a core muscle workout when

used during repetitive motion drills. The wrists and forearms

receive a workout doing various drills and during the hinging

action while swinging.

3 Coordination: The Orange Whip synchronizes the arms and body

while swinging it repetitively. If this motion is out of sync, the user

will lose their balance and/or feel awkward. 

4 Tempo: As the arms and body work together, a natural rhythm

takes over the swing. This is how your tempo develops, some may

be fast or slow, yet always in balance with an efficient motion.

Notes from the Manufacturer:
The Orange Whip
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his new training aid, then still in beta form.

“I went through the demo and was im-

pressed,” recalls Larkin. “But I’m not a very

frequent user of full-swing training aids, so I

didn’t purchase one on the spot,” says Larkin.

A few months later, Larkin found her-

self trying out The Orange Whip Swing

Trainer at another seminar for teaching

professionals. After speaking further with

Hackenberg she placed an order for two. 

The proof of any swing aid is in the

usage, and Larkin surprised herself in that

regard. She found herself using The Orange

Whip on a fairly regular basis—more 

frequently than any of the other teaching

and training aids she keeps in her arsenal.

“I found that I could use The Orange

Whip for a variety of different issues that

some of my students were facing,” Larkin

explains. “As a training tool it’s really 

versatile and very effective.”

Larkin has used The Orange Whip to

help students combat overswinging, cast-

ing the club, coming over the top, quick

tempo, an incomplete shoulder turn, tight-

ness, and poor footwork and balance,

among other problems. 

“This is one training aid that really 

allows the student to feel what they may

be doing incorrectly in their swings,” says

Larkin. “For example, it’s very useful for

students that have frequent issues with

coming over the top on their downswing.

In these instances, I try to always use 

the longest Orange Whip because it 

exaggerates the improper ‘loopy’ motion

in their swings.”

Of course, The Orange Whip Swing

Trainer’s standard length of 47.5 inches will

not work for everyone, especially petite

golfers or youth golfers. In these cases,

Larkin does keep shorter versions of the

Orange Whip at her academy.

Larkin also encourages her students to

use The Orange Whip to warm up prior to

practicing on the range or teeing it up for a

round of golf. 

Erika Larkin, the 2012 

Middle Atlantic PGA

Section Teacher of the

Year, is the PGA director of

instruction at Stonewall

Golf Club in Gainesville,

Virginia.

ages 8 to 80, 

male or female

all heights and weights

left or right handed

all skill levels

A MUST HAVE TRAINING AID
FOR ALL GOLFERS:

•

•

•

•

•

The only trainer that helps golfers learn to keep a steady

head and maintain their spine angles.

Visit us at www.foreverbettergolf.com/affiliate
to learn more about the PRO affiliate program.

Email: to bobd@foreverbettergolf.com

PRO-HEAD GOLF

1358 Hooper Ave., Suite 210

Toms River, NJ 08753 

Phone: (877)396-8160

Give your golfers the benefit of the same feel that Pro

Jack Grout gave to young Jack Nicklaus with the new

and improved PRO-HEAD® 2 Trainer

“Simplicity is the key to a repeatable golf swing and the PRO-HEAD

Trainer provides my students the opportunity to build a 

simple and efficient swing by holding their heads as steady as 

possible. The PRO-HEAD helps them learn to maintain critical an-

gles when swinging the club. I love my PRO-HEAD Trainer and sug-

gest you get a unit for your Learning Center or practice area.”

—Lou Guzzi, PGA

2013 PGA Teacher of the Year

http://www.foreverbettergolf.com/affiliate
mailto:bobd@foreverbettergolf.com
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG


PUD SPECIAL 30% Of

JOIN OUR AFFILIATE 

PROGRAMME

www.cs2putting.com

www.cs2putting.com

Use Promo Code :

GPRO
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“It’s not only good for their tempo, but

it really helps them stretch the proper mus-

cles out before hitting any actual golf balls,”

says Larkin.

Larkin seems to never use the device

just one time during a session. Rather, she

will have a student swing The Orange

Whip for a couple of minutes, hit some

balls, go back to swinging The Orange

Whip, and then return to ball-hitting. 

By doing this, Larkin finds, the student is

able to ingrain what The Orange Whip is

teaching into their muscle memory.

She makes a point of saying that the

primary value of The Orange Whip Swing

Trainer is based on the student’s feelings.

When students use the training aid, there

is no pressure to hit an actual golf shot;

it’s very unintimidating in that respect.

She adds that The Orange Whip works

well for all types of students, whether they

are beginners, advanced players, men,

women, seniors or juniors.

Because her students like using The

Orange Whip so much, Larkin has had

success selling the product to them.

Larkin is a distributor for Orange Whip

and has sold 75 units to her students either

in person or online. For students who

choose to purchase the product via the

web, Larkin gives them a coupon code

specific to her account that shaves $10

off their total price. While it’s generally

more lucrative to sell the product from

her academy with the markup (MSRP of

$109.99), she does receive a commission

of sorts from each purchase she is respon-

sible for that comes in via the Internet.

While sales of The Orange Whip provide

Larkin a nice revenue bump, it’s not her

main motive.

“The students want to buy it; I don’t

use the hard sell on them,” laughs Larkin.

“In fact, I have noticed other golfers who

are not my students at my facility who

have The Orange Whip in their bags, so

clearly the word gets around quickly.”

Larkin has been using The Orange

Whip Swing Trainer for the better part of

three years now and has absolutely no

plans to put it aside. “Everyone seems to

benefit from The Orange Whip and they

all certainly have nice swings while swing-

ing it,” says Larkin.  ■

In addition to the monthly GRAA Top 25

Teaching & Training Aids coverage in Golf

Range Magazine, the Golf Range

Association of America has created a

Teaching & Training Aids Resource Center

on GolfRange.org.  This resource center

will not only archive all of the content from

the magazine, but also will house extra

content including videos, images, and

editorial on how top teachers are using

the various products from the Top 25.

In addition, the center includes a full

listing of the Top 25 Teaching & Training

Aids where readers can learn more about

the products and contact the respective

companies.

GRAA Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids Expanded
Coverage on GolfRange.org

Visit GolfRange.org for

expanded listings of the

Top 25 Teaching & Training

Aids for 2014.

Next month’s featured product:

Randy Myers Golf Stretching Pole

http://www.cs2putting.com
http://www.cs2putting.com
http://GolfRange.org
http://GolfRange.org
http://GolfRange.org
http://WWW.GOLFRANGE.ORG
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Having Completed

HisUltimate
Performance
Centera Canadian
Coach Seeks New Paths
Impressive in his mix of brawn and brains, former long-driving
professional Liam Mucklow is becoming an influential leader of
the increasingly science-based practice of golf instruction.
BY DAVID GOULD

A C A D E M Y B U S I N E S S
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Running the AMM 3D system,

Mucklow (in white shirt) goes

through the “digitization process”

with a student. Inset photo:

Practice stations in The Golf Lab.
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The son of a science professor, Mucklow is best

known for having designed and founded The Golf

Lab, then built the 26,000-square-foot facility into

a $2 million-a-year business. Golfers who frequent

this performance palace in Vaughn, Ont.,  get their

fitness evaluated via TPI screens and the efficiency

of their swing motions scoped out by AMM 3D

body mapping. Trackman monitors are deployed

to measure patterns in club delivery and ball flight.

SAM PuttLab is used to measure changes in putting

stroke parameters and the SAM Balance Lab is

used to get exact readings of ground-force reactions.

Liam sometimes uses the phrase “Mucklow-met-

rics” to describe the un-fuzzy approach he and his

Golf Lab associates have developed to help clients.

Outside on the bentgrass surface of your choice,

he is a tireless teacher of Aimpoint, the scientific

approach to green-reading. In 2014 alone Muck-

low is scheduled to conduct 30-plus Aimpoint clin-

ics across Canada and various U.S. venues. If you

know the ShotByShot platform, with its intensely

logical and number-based way of understanding

how golf scores truly are compiled, you won’t be

surprised to know that Mucklow has employed

this system of analysis for years. “Lately I have

been adding Game Golf to what we do with Shot-

ByShot,” he says, referring to the new GPS-based

hardware-software tool for automatically record-

ing data about club used, shot distance and 

distance from hole that each shot comes to rest.

Reflecting on the five-year process of building

and nurturing the Lab, Mucklow says he knew

he wanted to offer the curious golfer “all aspects

of game-improvement, from technical instruction

to coaching to equipment to golf-specific fitness.”

He felt that if he could provide “everything a golfer

might want, other than a golf course,” and put it

all under one roof, he would really have some-

thing. Visitors tend to be duly impressed. In June,

one of Canada’s wealthiest industrialists flew

Mucklow to Florida to have him conceptualize a

“Golf Lab South” as part of a sprawling tract that
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D
elivering a podium presentation at the World Scien-

tific Congress of Golf is a task usually reserved for

Ph.D holders. In September, the restlessly curious

Liam Mucklow—who has the letters “PGA” after his

name and a mere bachelor’s degree in biomechanics on the 

resume—will break from that pattern. The founder of suburban

Toronto’s state-of-the-art Golf Lab will stand before the gathered

intelligentsia down in Australia and describe his “Technology-

based Learning Model for Self-Guided Improvement.” Those who

know the 33-year-old Mucklow figure he will knock this presen-

tation long and straight.

Main photo shows some of the

clubhead and shaft options at The

Golf Lab. Inset photo, taken at

Titleist Performance Institute,

shows (left to right) Robert Yang,

Olympic Lifting Coach and

Nutritionist; Al Vermeil, strength

coach with 5 NBA titles and one

Super Bowl title; Jason Zuback,

five-time World Long Driving

Champion, and Liam Mucklow.
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Our design team has created an entire grip collection with cool classic looks backed 

by strong technical construction as you have come to trust from CHAMP.  All our 

models use the highest grade polyurethane, rubber, and TPO to enhance comfort, 

durability and performance.   Our pattern designs have been developed to maximize 

feel, and playability.   It’s time to try game enhancing grips by CHAMP.

sales@macneillusa.com 800.OK.CHAMPwww.champgrips.com

GRIP, LIKE A CHAMP
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will be developed for golf, housing and

other amenitized activities.

If you said all this was quite impressive

for someone who spent a decade just try-

ing to out-bash fellow competitors on the

World Long Drive Tour, he would beg to

differ. Bias against the game’s top distance-

attainers isn’t valid, in Mucklow’s view.

“Long-drive golfers are dedicated athletes

who study efficiency in the golf motion

with a lot of discipline,” he asserts, adding

that rapid advancements in the kinesiol-

ogy of golf have been fueled in part by that

search for ultimate driving yardage. In

2013, Mucklow was recruited to help the

Titleist Performance Institute launch its

worldwide Power Coach Certification

program. 

An open mind to what works in any

sporting endeavor is probably Mucklow’s

core asset. As a student at the University

of Alberta he played varsity golf but was

also an all-star volleyball player and a

medalist in badminton.  After graduation,

he set off to pursue his long-drive endeav-

ors and also compete on mini-tours in the

U.S. and Asia. That led to the launch of a

coaching career, but as an athlete Muck-

low continued to develop, gradually mak-

ing himself a tournament-quality squash

player. He is now ranked among Canada’s

top 20 amateur squash players nationally.

Interestingly, he still boils the value of

Golf Lab down to its being “an excellent

place for the improvement-minded golfer

to hit balls.” Specifically, he is talking

about each player getting his or her own

private hitting bay equipped with two flat-

panel monitors, professional-grade video

and Doppler-radar launch monitors.

“With every swing you take you get a full

feedback loop of information,” says Muck-

low. “The video shows you what your

body did to the club and the launch mon-

itor shows what the club did to the ball.

From there you can make positive

progress much faster by not mis-identify-

ing any errors.”

A caveat should be introduced here. It

has to do with filtering all the numbers

that now flow from golf’s technological

tools. After Mucklow built The Golf Lab,

he saw that more isn’t always better when

it comes to data. “I would walk up and

down the bays and see people screwing

themselves up every day, in what I felt was

the world’s greatest performance center,”

he recalls. “A 17-handicap looking at Track-

man screens and trying to manage 10 or

15 data points is probably headed for trou-

ble,” he notes. This understanding led him

to the refined practice of limiting the digital

input during direct coaching as well as 

supervised practice. 

“I had a client in recently who was ex-

periencing launch-monitor technology

for the first time,” Mucklow says. “He was

hitting big slices with the driver and 6-iron

both. His path number on Trackman was

minus-7, so I got him to work just on

changing that.” The golfer’s feeling as he
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Top Left: Performing a swing  analysis at The

Golf Lab. Top right: Mucklow works with a

player on impact at Taboo Resort in Ontario.

Bottom: Teaching at Trackman University in

Calgary at The Golf Canada Center.
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adjusted to the more desirable motion was that it

felt awkward, unnatural and unlikely to fix any-

thing. “He had that negative sensation but he bat-

tled through it really quickly, and the shots became

much better as the number improved,” Mucklow

recalls. “People crave the feedback, and a number

on a screen gives that to them.” 

To match what Mucklow’s facility offers a would-

be rival would have to go all out. This is a two-story

temple to golf performance, including a 3,200-

square-foot fitness center on the second level,

staffed by two full-time doctors and a full-time per-

sonal trainer.  “A big part of our clientele is over 35

and their bodies just don't work as well as they used

to,” comments Mucklow. “A lot of what happens

up on our second floor is improving golf-specific

mobility and stability. It's not your typical gym

where we are concerned with getting people con-

ventionally strengthened or trimmed down.”

The Coaching Arena inside Golf Lab has an

open area where clients hit shots off uneven lies—

uphill, downhill and sidehill—plus a practice

bunker with two types of sand where you can hit

greenside explosion or fairway-style shots. Round-

ing out the amenities is a 5,000-square-foot putting

and chipping practice area.

One element of Mucklow’s broad education in

the study of golf performance was his stint as a tech

specialist on a PGA Tour van traveling the U.S.

Sunbelt. During two long Canadian win-

ters, he worked for Scott Garrison, whose

van carried the gear of smaller brands like

Harrison Shafts, Bobby Grace putters and

the like. “Within the many paths you can

take to gain expertise as a clubfitter, I found

that traveling to pro events and fitting PGA

Tour players was uniquely valuable,” says

Mucklow. Among the senior people at Golf

Lab is one highly valued staffer, Ryan Hol-

ley,  who holds the inspiring title of Director

of Equipment. That isn’t just a reference to

clubs, either—golfers can sign up for a high-

tech golf ball fitting session at GolfLab, as

well. Even a motion-analysis approach to

golf shoe-fitting is in the wheelhouse. 

Colleagues recognize the depth and

breadth of knowledge this young profes-

sional possesses, which has led to speaking

invitations from professional groups. He

has lately taken on the role of facilitator for

the Coach of Developing Competitors 

program, which is the highest-level coach-

ing certification program in Canada. 

The Golf Lab recently opened a new ded-

icated clubfitting bay, equipped with an-

other Trackman unit. “We’ve got over 200 different

shaft options that we can put on heads from every

major manufacturer, so you can come in and get

fitted using real golf balls and test the same shaft

with a variety of different heads," he says. "You'll

learn which head works the best with which shaft,

and in general have that PGA Tour experience.”

The SST PURE Machine, providing golf shaft

alignment and performance analysis, is one special

touch among many in the Mucklow-designed Golf

Lab. When you are down to orienting the shaft for

insertion using the ideal point along its circumfer-

ence to face the target, that’s taking a deep dive 

toward optimization.

The calm, thoughtful demeanor Mucklow dis-

plays seemingly 24/7 matches well with his long

record of steady achievement and business expan-

sion. At the same time, it belies the passion required

for a journey of the type this curious Canadian pro-

fessional finds himself on. ■
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C L A S S I F I E D S

Wanted... 

Used Golf Ball Dispenser,
Gary (Ohio) 937-648-9151 or

smilehigh@woh.rr.com
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City of Brotherly
ShowcasesLandm
ThroughMiniatu
Award-winning Franklin Square located in the heart of Historic Philadelphia, off

natives and tourists alike the ability to experience the city in a whole new way w

a family-friendly park featuring Philly Mini Golf, a renovated marble fountain, the

Parx Liberty Carousel, and many other attractions.

H I S T O R I C A L M I N I A T U R E  G O L F

Photo by M. Kennedy 
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C
hildren and adults enjoy the unique Philly

Mini Golf course, which features 18 holes 

of the city’s most famous attractions and icons

such as Boat House Row (above), Philadel-

phia Museum of Art with the Rocky Steps (below left),

LOVE sculpture, and the birthplace of Liberty, Independ-

ence Hall (below right) ■
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Business is better
with the right drivers

Enroll in the PepsiCo/PGA
National Program for these
exclusive offerings:

Over $5.8MM PepsiCo 
contributions to PGA of America 
professionals and facilities over 
the last 12 years!

• Golf Retirement Plus™

   program benefits

• Fountain and Bottle & Can Incentives 
   for your facility

• Preferred Pricing on our comprehensive
   beverage offerings

• Complete, reliable equipment
   service package

• Merchandising best practices

Call 1-866-PEPGOLF or visit

PGALinks.com to learn more.

©2014 PepsiCo, Inc.  All Rights Reserved. This ad contains valuable trademarks owned and used by

PepsiCo, Inc. and its subsidiaries and affiliates to distinguish products of outstanding quality.

The PGA name, logos and marks are a trademark of The Professional Golfers’ Association of America. QPG177829

®
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Once the carousel-making

capital of the world, the

Parx Liberty Carousel

(center right) provides fun

for all ages, while telling

one of Philadelphia’s

great heritage stories.

The Americana-style 

36-foot carousel with 30

figures showcases an

eagle, a sea dragon, 

a lion and other fun

characters and also

features a Philadelphia

scene on the interior of

the carousel.
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SOMETIMES
This Close

IS CLOSE ENOUGH
TO BRAG ABOUT

Register Your Facility for Get Golf Ready

at PGALinks.com Today

OUT HERE, EVERY DAY IS PERFECT, 

EVEN WHEN YOU’RE NOT.

http://PGALinks.com


1. Bracketron

(866) 237-4443

www.bracketron.com

2. Champ

(800) OK.CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

3. CheckPoint Golf Systems

(720) 260-6999

www.proputtingpractice.com

4. Coastal Netting

(800) 726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

5. Easy Picker

(800) 641-4653

www.easypicker.com

6. Ernest Sports

(855) 354-4653

www.ernestsports.com

7. Explanar

(407) 227-3871

www.explanar.com

8. Feedback Enterprise

(757) 320-4494

www.feedback-golf.com

9. Foresight Sports

(858) 880-0179

www.foresightsports.com

10. Green Active Golf CS2

+ (27) 82 4178129

www.greenactivegolf.com

11. Golf Around the World

(800) 824-4279

www.golfaroundtheworld.com

12. Golf Web Design

(888) 287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

13. golfersskin

(800) 977-3440

www.golfersskin.net

14. GOLFSTR

(289) 837-0563

www.golfstr.com

15. Links Technology

(847) 252-7600

www.linkstechnology.com

16. Mitchell Golf

(800) 437-1314

www.mitchellgolf.com

17. Orange Whip Trainer

(877) 505-9447

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

18. Pepsi

(866) 737-4653

www.pgalinks.com

19. Ping

(800) 474-6434

www.ping.com

20. Power Tee

(877) 769-3781

www.powertee.com

21. Pro-Head Trainer

(877) 369-8160

www.pro-head.com

22. Range Servant

(800) 878-8050

www.rangeservant.us

23. Sand Dollar’s Solutions

(610) 334-4103

www.sand-dollars.com

24. Tex-Net

(800) 541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

25. The Putting Arc

(800) 898-0701

www.theputtingarc.com

26. The Putting Stroke Teacher

(309) 358-1602

www.tpsteacher.com

27. TPK Golf

(800) 433-4653

www.tpkgolf.com

28. Tru Turf

(559) 421-9005

www.truturf.co

29. UST/Mamiya

(800) 277-0534

www.ustmamiya.com

30. Wittek Golf

(800) 869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com
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Bracketron

Bracketron is the leader in mobile device mounting and charging

solutions. Bracketron’s new line, Xventure, offer game improvement

and performance products designed to take golfers game to the next

level. Products include: MonoCaddy (smartphone/camera mount

that stakes into the ground), TriCaddy Flex (smartphone/camera

mount that connects to the golf bag, golf cart or almost any

attachable surface with flexible tripod arms), Xlip Case (GPS unit or

smartphone clip for the golf bag), TriCaddy XL (tablet device mount

with tri-pod stand) and more.

To learn more visit: www.bracketron.com/xventure

Orange Whip Trainer

Orange Whip offers multiple training aids including:

The Orange Whip - versatile, dynamic and the most effective

swing aid on the market that improves the golf swing and provides an

essential core-muscle workout.

The Orange Peel - enhances the golf swing learning process by

altering static and dynamic balance positions.

Putting Wand - trains putting rhythm and tempo, improves

distance and direction, develops ‘center contact’ for a true roll and

synchronizes arms and body in the putting stroke.

To learn more visit: www.orangewhiptrainer.com

Welcome to the Family!
At the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support our
many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices, the GRAA
Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many other digital and
relationship programs.  Recently, the GRAA has welcomed the following new
partners who have come on board to support the range side of the business and
partner with our members on growing the game and growing revenue at your
respective facilities:

FlightScope

(407) 967-7121

www.flightscope.com

PlaneSWING

(256) 282-9098

www.planeswing.com
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Golf Range Association of
America Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range

Association of America wishes to thank the following GRAA

Preferred Vendors.

800 OK CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

Exclusive Netting Company

800-641-4653

www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

800-869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

888-287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

877-769-3781

www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System

800-541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company
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